COVID-19 Health Survey

The result is GOOD TO GO
if they have no symptoms.

The result is CAUTION if they
have symptoms but no fever.

The result is STOP if
they have a fever.

Safeguard your employees and your organization.
PRIMEtally is a mobile-responsive web application that
can be accessed on any device with a modern browser.
You can use it on site to screen employees and visitors,
or allow employees to self-screen prior to arrival.
Multiple businesses and non-profit organizations actively
participated during the design and planning stages of
product development to ensure PRIMEtally would meet
all of their needs, including State requirements and CDC
recommendations to reopen safely.

Available now
for as low as $45 a month.
Visit www.prime-tally.com
to schedule a demo.
“Having someone screen employees as they arrive is
costly, and risky. PRIMEtally really stood out when we
searched for alternatives. It's affordable, easy to use and
the reporting features are fantastic.”
Lesli Riehemann, President & CEO, Mach III Clutch, Inc.

ENSURE COMPLIANCE

• Meets CDC and State Requirements
• Screens for COVID-19 symptoms
• Captures temperature reported by screener
• Generates reports in the event of an audit

FAST, EASY, & SECURE

• Nothing to download or install
• No equipment to buy or maintain
• Works on phones, tablets and desktops
• Data is stored securely
• Ensures privacy for employees
• Sends alerts when someone is symptomatic
• Dashboard displays results in real-time
• Generates custom reports in a few clicks
• Customization is available

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

• Tiered pricing based on users
• No setup fee or minimum commitment
• Discounts available for annual subscribers

You’ll know the instant someone is symptomatic.
The moment an employee or guest reports symptoms, an alert is sent with a link to log in and view the dashboard.

Access critical information in just a few clicks.
PRIMEtally makes is easy to generate and export reports. You can export ALL of your data, or create custom filters
to narrow the information down to what’s most important to you. For example, in just a few clicks you can create a
custom report to display everyone that’s high-risk (cough, difficulty breathing and recent loss of taste or smell).

Visit www.prime-tally.com to schedule a demo.

Integrations are available for those required
to collect body temperature upon arrival.
The standard survey in PRIMEtally allows the screener to report their temperature after answering symptom and
close contact questions. If your COVID-19 response policy requires you to check temperatures upon arrival, you’ll
benefit from the following integrations. Hardware is sold separately through our partners.

Integrate with WAND Blue™, a bluetooth
enabledinfrared thermometer from ThermoWorks.
Thanks to our inspiring new partnership with ThermoWorks, PRIMEtally seamlessly integrates with WAND Blue™,
an FDA-cleared, Bluetooth-enabled thermometer. This life-saving collaboration makes it even easier to use
PRIMEtally to screen employees/visitors, measure accurately, and instantly document their temperature results.
Simply hold the WAND Blue™ thermometer about an inch away from the
center of their forehead and press START. Seconds later you’ll have an
accurate reading captured instantly in PRIMEtally.

MORE PRIME BENEFITS

• Professional Class II medical device, FDA-Cleared*
• Easy-to-use, no complicated instructions
• One-second readings
• Suitable for hospitals, businesses, warehouses, schools, and physical
examination centers
• Gives accurate, consistent oral-equivalent results for all ages

Integrate with VIRALERT 3 for a completely contact-less health screening.
Developed over ten years by AMETEK Land’s world-leading temperature monitoring experts, the VIRALERT 3 is a
real-time scanning solution that’s safe, accurate, and easy to use. Integration with PRIMEtally allows individuals to
use their own device to respond to screening questions and VIRALERT 3 to capture their temperature upon entry
to complete the health check.

SAFE

• Non-contact temperature monitoring camera
• Immediately detects elevated skin temperature
• Scans in compliance with social distance requirements
• Auto populates the temperature field in PRIMEtally

EASY

• Intuitive user control
• Audible alarm and on screen notification in PRIMEtally
• Automated operation option

ACCURATE

• Fixed calibration source ensures reliability
• Supported by 70+ years of industry expertise
• Automatic face detection for best monitoring points
• ±0.5 °C (±0.9 °F) at a distance of 1m.

Visit www.prime-tally.com to schedule a demo.

